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Lapbank iPad Trolley 
 Mobile High Security Storage With Sync & Intelligent Charge 

Sync. Charge. Secure 
 

iPad management.  Industry leading security and sync/charge trolley & Intelligent 
Charge.  Easy to setup.  Easy to use.  Suitable for iPad 1 & 2. 

Application:  

The Lapbank iPad trolley is perfect for education, training establishments and 
corporate environments where group iPads are returned for secure overnight 
storage, charging and syncing.  
 
Providing high security storage with simple and efficient full power sync/charge for 
iPads at each USB port, the Lapbank iPad Trolley is the perfect iPad mobile 
management solution. 
 

Key Features: 

 

 Easy Sync 
 

With the original iPad sync/charge cables supplied with the iPads, connect to the 
Sync/Charge Device using built in USB cable management. 
 
Connect a USB A to B cable (not supplied) from the Sync/Charge Device to a host 
computer where the devices are registered on iTunes. 
   
iTunes will open automatically and list the devices registered to the account.  Sync 
will begin automatically if iTunes option is selected. 
 
Once Sync has completed, eject the devices through iTunes, disconnect the USB 
cable and close the drawer. 
 

Intelligent Charging & Power Management.  Built In 
 

Loxit’s own Intelligent Charging management senses when the iPads are fully 
charged and turns the charge off, saving money, the environment and increasing 
the length of battery life.   
 
Glowing red light.  Standby mode - press to charge 
Flashing red light - Charging - lock and leave 
Flashing blue light - Charged - ready to use 
 

Simple, Efficient Operation 
 

Fast & Efficient Charging - full charge rate of 2.1A per USB port. 
USB Cable Management - cable management eliminates clutter of 16 USB leads. 
 

Standby - The Intelligent Charge button glows red in standby mode showing 
iPads are connected and require charging.   
 
Charging - Press the button on the front of the drawer.  The red light will flash 
indicating charging has commenced.  The trolley may now be locked and left 
secured. 
 
Charged - Once charging is complete the light will turn blue and pulse quickly. 
 

High Security  
 

Highly engineered, well respected and proven design developed over 10 years. 
 
Security includes 2nr 7 lever mortise safe locks with anti-jemmy bar design, all 
welded construction and full-length piano hinges.  Double skin steel doors provide 
security and rigidity.  
 
Maneuverable - Large diameter swiveling and individually locking heavy duty 
wheels are the highest quality available.  High density plastic trolley handles 
provide a steady grip. 
 
Efficient Storage - Load iPads into 2 sliding drawers for easy access and from 
both sides.                                                                                             
                                                                                                                         Code 

Lapbank 16 iPad Trolley with Intelligent Charge                     6100 
Lapbank 16 iPad Trolley with Sync & Intelligent Charge        6101 
Lapbank 32 iPad Trolley with Intelligent Charge                     6102    
Lapbank 32 iPad Trolley with Sync & Intelligent Charge        6103  


